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THE KNI<!Hl'S OF

(v. McCLATCHY

the year
I. N chants
of

1058, some merAmalfi-s-a seaport of

Naples-obtained permission from
the Sultan (in consideration of
yearly tribute) to .build, an asylum
for pilgrims in J erusalem.
Accordingly they erected a chapel
and .an hospital tor each sex, to
which buildings, in course of time,
were added two large chapels; that
intended for the men being dedicated to St. John, Patriarch of
Alexandria, who flourished during
the seventh century.
At first the insti tution was a
secular one, relieving infidel as
well as Christian; but Godfrey
of Bouillon, and, . after him, luany
other nobles, brought to the Holy
Land by the First Crusade, conferred lands in Europe on it; and,
nUlnbers of the crusaders ioining
it, Gerard, its first head, changed

a

S']~.

JOlIN.

1st. Rhetoric.)

it to a monastic Order, its members
binding thernsel ves thenceforth to
obedience, poverty, chastity, and
the care of the sick throughout
Palestine. The dress of the new
Order was a black go\vn with an .
eight-pointed cross of white stuff
on the left shoulder.
In J 11 J,
Pope Paschal II., form all y sanctioned' the change, conferring at
the same time special pri vileges on
all mem bel's of the Order.
On the death of Gerard, Raymond de Pny, was unanimously
elected as his successor. ] Ie had
strong military tastes, and soon
proposed, that the members, in addition to their other VO\VS, should
take that of carrying arms in
defence of their religion. Such a
proposal was in exact accordance
with the sentiments of those clays,
and was therefore unhesitatingly

'17~e

Knights

accepted ; S() that the Hospitallcrs
became thenceforward a military
as well as a religious Order. Soon
after this they became so popular,
and the desire to join t len) so
g. «noral, that they decided to make
t he laws of entranoe much more
stl'ingeni. 'I'hey were consequently remodelled, and so arranged
that only members of the highest
and noblest families of Europe
could hope for admission.
L\ late historian gives us an excellent idea of the Order in ' the
following words, He says:
"flaving been originally organ" ized for charitable pUI'po:;;es only,
"it successively received the clia" racter of a religious, repn blican,
"lnilitary and aristoeraticinstitu"tiOll. It must be considered as
"religious, since every member
" took the three vows of chastity,
"obediellce and poverty; it was
" republican, since by the original
"con~titution of the Order, their
'" chief was always selected from
" among themselves h)7 their o wn
" nomination; it \VaS military,
"since t\VO of the three classes,
'" into which it was divided, were
" constantly armed, and waged an
"unceasing war with the infidel;
" and it was aristocratic, since none
" but the first class had a'ny share
"in the legislative and executive
"po·wer." From this we may obtain a clear idea of what the
" I{nights Hospitallers of the
Order of St. John of J erusalem"
really were,

of St. John.

[~1ay

As they . received recruits In
large numbers from all parts of
Europe, it was fonnd convenient
and indeed necessary to make some
classification of the knights, who
were accordingly divided into
" Langtta{/es,"-there . being one
"Language" each for England,
France, Provence, Auvergne, Germany, Italy and Arragon. For
each of the seven there was a separate code of la ws and instructions,
binding only on the knights of the
Language for which it had been
drawn up.
The fame of the Order continuing
to increase, it spread so widely, and ,
hail, in various countries, so many
friends ready and" anxious to
bestow lands and goods upon it,
that the executive of the Order
determined to establish "Commanderies", where contributions
might be received, and recruits instructed till required for service in
the I-I(~lt/!.iaJld~ . In lCnglarid, the
first . Confinandery was endowed
in 11:{O by Jordan Briset, at Clerken well, Middlesex,
Throughout the Crusades the
Hospitallers fought gallantly, under their brave leaders, in behalf
of the Holy Land; and whenever
they did so, they contributed in
no small degree towards the victory. But their ardour could do
but little g00d; for the Crusaders,
who should have overlooked all
petty jealousie:) in the pursuit of a
common object, fought, and quarrelled among themselves.

1873.]

71Jl,e Knights

of'St:

John.

'Twice was the Order nearly an- infidels; this time, going to LirnisHere originated
nihilated; once in the battle of so in Cyprus.
'I'iberias, and again at Gaza, where their naval character. Their vesthat of the Knights Templars sels, \\T hich were used to con vey
to
Palestine, being
almost shared its fate. 13ut still it pilgrims
.throve,-kept in life by the crusa- repeatedly attacked by the Saraders, who were constantly joining cens, it became a necessity that
it-while at the same time it grew the knights should be able to proimmensely rich, from the contribu- tect them ; and thus in a short
tions that poured in from every time, they became as distinguished
for their skill in naval engagements
quarter.
Despite the heroic bravery of the as they had formerly been for braKnights on the battle-field, they . very on land.
greatly disgraced themselves by
It was during their residence
their constant bickerings with the here that their already superabunTemplars, rrhough, indeed, when dant wealth was increased by.the
the latter sustained a crushing de- lands and monies of the Knights
feat (in 128'7) the Hospitallers hast- 'I'emplars, which Order had just
ened to avenge the insult, it was heen abolished hy an edict of the
more because their own reputation Pope.
tnight Ruffer, than that they retainIn l:iOU they seized the island of
ed any real compassion for their Rhodes, and fortified it in such a
fellow knights. ,'r he t\VO Orders, mauuer that it resisted, for ' two
indeed, were ever ri vals and ene- centuries, every attack of the infimies; the Hospitallers stri villg to dels; on which account they became
uphold Imperial interests, and the known as the Kn(qhts oj'Rhodes.
In 1480 they sustained that meTemplars being devoted to the
Pope. More than once did they morable sieVf which has immor
imbrue their hands in each others talized the name of their Grand
Mu·blood .; and so fierce was their en-. J\tlaster, PeteY D'Aubusson.
mity, that having (in 1257) brought hornet, then Sultan of Turkey, extheir differences to the arbitrament asperated by the repeated losses
of -bat t le, the Hospitallers w ho .. which the Order had inflicted on
·w ere victorious, 'allowed scarcely him, sent his best generals with a
a 'I'emplar to escape their swords. large army to besiege the place.
After the fall of Jerusalem, the But the fierce efforts of the infidels
knights established themsel,;es at were opposed by astonishing deeds
lI!largat, while the female branch of bravery OIl the part of the
of the Order returned to Europe. Christians; and the besiegers
Again, on the fall of Acre, were found themselves everywhere rethey obliged to retire before the pulsed by the devoted Hospitallers,
1

•
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under their indomitable Grand
Master. Still, however, the Moslem cannon hurled forth their messengers of destruction, until the
walls were little better than a
mass of crum bling ruins. "N O\V,"
thought the Sultan's general, "now
is the time for an assault 1." And
his troops spared no efforts , to
make this-their decisive attacksuccessful. They fought nobly, and
might have conquered had they
. opposed any other than D'Aubusson and his intrepid knights; but
as it was, every attern pt they
made to scale the walls ignonliniously failed; the Grand Master,
in spite of uumerous wounds, persisted in keeping his post of danger. Seeing that he could not shake
the firmness of the city's brave
defenders, the renegade Palreologus, and his army, at length retired to their ships, and set sail for
Constantinople.
Again, in 1522, was Rhodes
besieged: this time, by Solimari II.
Again were the old scenes enacted ;
again did the knights and their
Grand Master, Villicrs de l'Isle
Adam-s-a worthy successor of
D'Anbusson-shed their blooc1 in
defence of their beloved home.
But this time all was in vain.
They fought until they were reduced to a mere handful of grinl,
half clothed warriors, and then
only capitulated on the most favorable terms, The sad remnant of
the gallant brotherhood retired to
Italy, leaving the fruitful island

(May

which had been their home for 21 ~
years, in the hands of the infidel.
They lnight now have sunk into
oblivion, had not the Emperor
Charles V., touched with COIUpa.Ssion for their unmerited misfortunes, conferred on them, in pel~pe
tuity, the islands of Malta and
Gozo, (AJ). 1530).
rrhey immediately took possession of their new home; and, having recruited their nurubers from
the first families of Europe, fortified
the former ofthc two islands ill even
a stronger 'a nd more skilful manner
than they had fortified Rhodes, In
their rocky fastness they set at defiance the power of the Turks ; and
again the world heard their valor
praised by every mouth : and
they trul y deserved their name,
H Knights of Malta."
III 1fin5, Soliman the Great, " rho
had driven them from Rhodes,
besieged their new stronghold ;
but the siege only added new 1'Cno w n to their already illustrious
name,

However, their fortifications
were, in a great 111CaSUre destroyed;
and as they chose rather to found
a new city than rebuild the old
one, a site was chosen offering far
better natural protection than the
former, Here they built :fi)Jtifi(~a
tious which were universally acknowledged to be the strongest in
Europe, They now lived in COIHparat.ive peace, enjoyin 6 the 'hig hest esteem of the Ch ristiun world,
for two centuries and a half; but

Evening.
having drawn down npoll themselves the enmity of Franc~e,-then
(1798) under the Revolutioniststhey were forcibly ousted by N apoleon Bonaparte, who " on his \vay
to Egypt with a large army, storm..
ed and captured the city.
The Order was then placed
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under the protection of Russia, the
Czar Paul being made Grand
Master, But since the capture of
Malta they have maintained but a
shadowy existence, "the last relic,"
as their chronicler says, "of the age
of the crusades and of chivalry."

EVENING.

(YUSEF, l\iental Philosophy.)

O'er hill and valley gentle Even throws
Her soft-hued rnantlc ; ahadows upward creep
To Sierra's peaks ; and roseate heaven glows,
Till the brown hi lls and vales and forests sink to sleep.
Sweet Even all the life of nature stills;
The wavering fading light begins to die;
The drowsy day-god dreams behind the hills;
And heavenly spirits paint the dream o'er flood and sky.
The day is ended. To the d usky woods
The birds of song have winged their sleepy flight;
And rippling brooks, and slow wide-sweeping floods
J\t!urlnur a melanch oly chunt to solemn night.
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THOUGHTS ABOUT GERMANY-.

(J. P. ROWE.)

the custom with "practical" .
I 'f isnations
to treat with scant
reverence any abstruse science that
does not pay for its study in some
obvious manner ; and . for this reason metaphysics is in very poor
repute both in America and England.
Men who have cultivated this
field of knowledge in the conntries
above mentioned, have had to look
elsewhere for a proper appreciation
of their work. Such writers as
Berkeley, .Locke, Hume, Hobbes,
and Hamilton, are better known
and more read in France and Ger, many than at horne,
But Germany is the nation, of
rnodern times, that has devoted'
herself most unreservedly to this
science; with 80 little apparent
result, however, that J ohn Bull
has ridiculed her mercilessly, time
and time again; and certainly some
of her philosophers were not inapt
subjects for satire -Fichte, for instance, when he askcd his pupils
"to think the wall"--and Hegel,
\vhen , he complained "that only
one man in Germany understood

philosophy, and even he did not
understand it !"-and again, Kant,
spending 'sevent y years of his life
in trying to find out the difference
bet,veen "reason" and "understanding."
No wonder the bulk of the English nation failed to discover the
good of such lives, and represented
the German philosopher as a , long

haired man, sittin,q at table, .and
smoking a long pipe, and ,h aving
before hirn a tall ~nug ot lager beer,
while he evolved camels out oj' h·is
oum internal consciousness. N 0
wonder they insisted that the professor's sole recreation was a little
sword exercise with a "Herr Professor" of the opposite school of
thinking, and that the marks which
the combatants left on each others'
countenances, were the only practical outcome of their philosophies.
The synchronism of 't he intellectual culture of these metaphysicians with the backward state of
the country in general, was a puz·
zle to all historical students.
On going into a Teutonic U niversity town, we were sure to find
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some of the first of living scientific
rnen, philosophers, linguists, and
scholars, with the boldest neologists in Europe. The professor of
metaphysics would brush a"ray
the traditional basis for the sanctities of belief with the calmness of
a man who was doing a work of
every day insignificance. The professor of history would quietly an- .
nounce such political or ecclesiastical doctrines as might make the hair
of a noble or a bishop stand on
end. The educated men had De
, To~qu e v ille at their fingers' ends,
and their arguments would start
from the assumption that the fn ture of the world belonged to the
Democracy, that all hereditary
castes were doomed, that for good
or evil the spi rit of feudalism was
vanishing from the world. Yet
when th e a ttentive student passed
out of the professorial halls, he
seemed to tak e a plnnge back into
the middle ages. Enlightenment
had not shown its face in the COUlltry districts, and the peasantry ap poured to have as litt.le ci vic p<Hver
as if they
•. were livinsr
'=' t\VO centuries
ago.
The State or the JUllker
kl)pt the peacp, imposed taxes,
1'll ·ll)(l t hl~ parishes, and did e\'ery
work t hat wa s public, And when
tlle astonished trave'ler a~ke<1 w hy
the .Jllllkel°S were thus f:1VOI O(..<1, th~
rpply wus that they had the right
to prefix thei r nrunos with "VOil".
Cust om had given certain privileges
of rnuk to tIle nobles, and thes:e
pri\'ilpges lind been left untouch-
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ed. " V ODS" looked with unqualified contempt on all classes which
had not the right to flaunt the patrician particle. Learning, intelIect, fame in letters, riches, all
counted as nothing in the eyes of a
Junker when he was choosing his
society, or defending his political
privileges.
So strange was the
contrast between University Hadicalisrn and 'fenton feudalism, so
amazing was the fact that the most
high ly eelucated nation in Europe
should maintain the 1110st exclusive
of aristocracies, that a French wit
once asked whether the German
brain was not made np of t\VO
parts, one to think and the other'
to act, both v ig oro us, hut divided
by s uc h a barrier that the one
never knew what the other was
doing.
But in spite of ridicule, the best
minds of Germany continued for
lnany yealos to devote themselves
entirely to the HlOSt abstruse studies, pnrriculat-ly to that of Metaphysics; and it is only within the
last ten ypars that the nation awoke
ont of its deep dreams of science,
and ari:--illg, "like a giant refreshed
with wino," SUddenly appeared as
a very prominent acto r on the
world's st ag e. It lias ever since
progl"e8~ed at such a terribl e rat e
of speed that it is veleY hard t o say
where th e gigantic being evok ed
by that second Frankcn steir-, Herr
Von Bi smarck , is g oing t o stop.
Already t he young giant is t he
first warrior of E ur op e, and he bid:

Il\fay
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fair to be also its first merchant
and manufacturer,
But what has caused these peospring, fully armed and
ple
equipped, into life, like Minerva
from Jupiter's head? "Drea1ns,"
sa ys IIelT Gneist, in a lecture to
his pupils at the Berlin University!
"It is precisely to her much abused
idealism that Germany owes her
greatness."
And most probably the Professor is right, when he attributes the
.s t reng th of the German brain, which
works its patient. \vay through
every subject presented to it, to
the long and severe training it has
undergone in its search after the
unknowable. The Teutonic mind
by being ·eont inually turned over
UpOIl itself, and ploughed into deep
furrows by thought, has become
80 . enlarged and enriched that it
has reaped a splendid harvest,
although of another kind than was :
expected. .
But lIelT Von Bismarck cannot
stop the ball he ha~ set in motion ;
and the liberalism of the units he
has bound together is already. beyond his control. A bill has just
passed the Lower House to do
a\vay with the old rights of the
equireen nobility culled "junkers,"
of whom Bistnat'ck is himself one,
This class of hereditory "VOIlS" ·
have "police rights over the-ir estates, and virtually hold the local
assemblies in their hands, leaving
the present proprietors hnrdly allY
PO\V( r to determine how they shall

to

be taxed.
Hitherto t.he junker
has been everything and the ratepayer nothing; and now that the
bill has passed the Lower House
the Upper House refuses it, and
Herr Von Bismarck himself is likely
to be called upon to deal the deat h
blow to his own class, through the
patrician division of the Berlin
Assembly."
But notwithstanding this transitional stat e of tl.linJs, and the uncertaint.y which it entails, Prussia
has a rnost prosperous budget this
year. She has a large surplus,
quite independently of the tribute
dra w n from France, and she is
moreover possessed of singulal'ly
honest and efficient, though nliser- '
ably underpaid, civil servants.
And ~lere again we can trace
the influence of those great and
Ulnuercenary thoughts which have
so long been instilled into the Teutonic mind ; for Prussia, surely,
owes it to some such mental enuoblement, that her officials do not
take to those unlawful means of
increasing their salaries, w hich are
practised by their fellow-workers
in some other enlightened and
" Christian" countries,
Owing to the increasing pl'nsperity of Prussia, the style ofliving
is becoming more luxurious, and
every article of .food is rising in '
* Since the above was written ' the
prophecy has he en realized, and tho
creation by the Prussian King of twenty-five new peers for that special purpose, has ensured the passage of the
Bill.
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value: and Bismarck;w:t~l the these are, after all, exceptional
acuteness natural to him, and ani- cases / and that Iny high opinion
mated by the wish to attract the of the generality of Prussian offi.A t the
best talent to the service of . his cials is not misplaced.
country, will devote next year's same time, the luxury to which I
surplus to the increase of public 'ha ve referred is doubtless beginsalaries, "for good management in ing to corrupt the nation-(the de the collection and distribution ·of faleations in question are a proof
her finances, is the secret of the . of it) - and it lllay well be feared
success with which Prussia has that, just as the overbearing arroconsolidated her authority."
.~ an ce of the gc)\'ernrnent, has already eliminated every principle of
POSTCRIPT.
toleration from the Prussian laws,
Since the foregoing was written, so the luxury and corruption of the
events have certainly supplied a people-another direct result 'of
singular commentary upon it; the French war~will eliminate
government officials (If a high class from the nation itself those high
having been /detected in fraudulent mental qualities of which I have
transactions ahnost equal in enor- spoken; until in the end both
mity to some of the second or third Prussia and Prussianized Germany
rate frauds with which we are so will have to exchange the song of
familiar on this side of the Atlan- " V re victis l " for that of "Vee
tic.
I maintain, however, that victoribus ! "
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Mount Hoofl.

MOUNT HOOD.

(YU :;EF, Mental Philosophy.)

D my native vales aud forests wild,
,
B E YON
When first my childish eyes did wondering roam,
. They'climbed with awe thy gorges undefiled.
And now, withjoy, once more
I stand where erst arose my early home,
And scan thy beauties o'er.

Thou wert a part of all my childish life:
My boyish dreams were pictured on thy snows;
I watched with anxious eyes the thunder strife,
Until the din was o'er;
Then .h ailed with joy thy noble peak, that rose
The same for ever more.

o grand old Mount! How oft my weary eyes,
Fatigued with viewing man's vain piles of stone
And crumbling earth, have tu med to see thee rise
Above where mortals trod,
With thy star-kissing peak, sublime, alone,
A monument of God!
How weird thine outlines loom at early morn,
Ere yet the sun hath risen o'er thy head;
When, chasing night, the faint light, westward borne,
Its God doth glorify;
A.nd thou dost lift thy profile rough and red
Against the purple sky l

Thou first art bathed in sweet Aurora's light,
And first thou art to greet the corning day ;
BEfore the new-formed clouds of heavenly white
In solden robes are dressed,Before the star of morn with fading ray
Wanes in the cold, gray west.

18
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And when at eve, the oval disk of light
Sinks down to rest upon its bed of spray,
Around thy pure, serene, and sacred height
The colors of God's bow,
.
With never ending, ever changing play,
Paint thine eternal snow.
From wooded western hills the shadows thrown
Fall dark and sad o'er towns and vales, and floods;
The willows whisper and the cedars moan
Their plaint to mournful night;
But thou still rulest o'er thy world of woods,
In heaven's sweetest light.

Day's latest ray doth kiss thy virgin snow
Which blushes crimson on the eastern sky;
And broad Colum bia rolling far below
Throws back the lovely light
To ruby-tinted clouds, that, soar on high,
ITo press thy bosom white.

And now, at last, slow-creeping night doth climb
Above the satrap mountains at thy uase,-Those giants dwarfed beside thy height sublimeAnd still steals up and on)
Until the stars are mirrored on thy face,
And day's last charm has flown.

But thou art grandest when the blackening storm
Roars horror 'round thy mount-supported base,
And thunderbolts against thy rugged formThe mad sky-warrlors-c-dash ;
And still unshaken is thine awful face,
Above the lightning's flash.
There rests on thy pale brow no vaporous crown:
Above the highest. purest cloud it breaks;
And, from that sunlit region, thou look'st down,
And view'st the battle o'er,
Whose thunder wild a thousand mountains shakes
That echo back the roar.

*
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Long centuries of centuries, old Hood,
Erect hast thou beheld the flight of time,
And watch ed the ocean all the "ride earth flood
Till thou didst rise alone,
Above the darksome waste that rolled sublime,
And sent to heaven its moan,

Thy shadows fell upon the myriad throng
Of southward-marching peoples of the pastHorde pressing horde, race following race along :And our proud nation too,
With all its strength, will fade away at last
And vanish from thy view.

And yet, my Mount, thou evermore wilt stand,
Still awful, though still beautiful, as when
Thou first didst leave thy great Creator's hand;
And still wilt proudly loom.
Deathless above the fleeting tribes of men,
Till universal doom.

LMay
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ECHOES ' }1'l~OM A NEST· OF OWLETS.
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T Y .

(BY THE FI]"TH ENGLISH CLASS.)

"FORTY! What a queer sub-

"Tut, tnt, yon foolish, little
ject to write about!" ex- fledgelings !" uttered a grave and
claimed a little ow let, who in vain dignified ow let: "keep quiet or
scratched his head for an idea.
everyone filay get forty lines to
"It would be hard to find thirty- .learn. Let us wait till class hou r ;
nine drier ones," chimed in another. for I am sure 1\'11". - - will tell us
"I don't know how to begin," what he means by giving us
said a third, 'p uzzled , vacant-faced , Forty' as a subject for composibrother.
tion."
""Eight times five are forty, and
" \Vell said! " echoed forty
four times ten are forty, and twice voices; and quiet and order reigntwenty are forty," added an O\V let ed again in N o. 5H, the ow lets'
upon whose cranium the bump of home.
numbers is said to figure more proNo one dared oppose this sage
minently than that of taste.
advice; so we awaited with throb"Dry up, you noisy fellow l You .bing hearts the approaching class
don't know nothing but the multi- hour, when Mr, - - would give
plication table," sang ont another. us our daily meal of verbs and
"It is the funniest thing ont," nouns, subjects and predicates,
said a huge owlet who measures ph rases and classes, spicily seasonjust forty inches in high-heeled ed with sundry scoldings, and inboots.
numerable threatenings of lines and
"lla, ha, fellers ! I ha~e ' it," Letter "A."
. Jelled out a little one from Oregon. .
The hour c~me and class began.
" Eureka I Fellers! 1\11'. - - has All was hushed in silence. The
made a mistake, Yon 'kno w he ow lets looked anxiously into t.he
teaches Ul'itlllnetic; and I will bet teacher's far-e. Noone had brought
a pie that he has gi ven us part of his composition. 1\'lr. - - read
some exarllple he had prepared for this in the countenance of each ;
his ot lu-r class."
so he said in a severe tone, "Let-.
"1'hat'~ it. rrhat's it !" answered
everyone who has . no com position
several .
hold 11.1) his hand."
Up went
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evel'Y little hand, and down went
every little heart. For a moment
Ml.. ~-'s face wore a. displeased
and st ern aspect; but SOOl) a smile
drove away the cloud from his brow,
and he said, "Boy~, I was just
going to scold you for not bringing your compositions into class ;
but as I neglected to gi ve you an y
directions, I will pardon you all
this time,
"This is a very tine subject; very
fine indeed; that is," continued he,
smiling, "it you know anythit~'g
about it; otherwise it is dull and
meaningless. And as you are all
heginners, I must, in j ustice, gi ve
:y on a few hints."
The owlets became still as death .
They sat motionless w it.h their lJlg
ey~s fixed on the toncher ; whilst
their open mouths bespoke their
rapt attention.
This wonderful docility encouraged Mr. - -, whose heart began
to swell ; and, I am not quite sure,
but that he wiped away a tear
from the corner of h is (lye, as he
begau to" speak to his wondering
, owlets of the nnmber.forty.
'
We shall relate fOI' yon denr
OV.rIJ some of his observnt ions; for
)H~ oft en urges us to write sometllin-g and send it to you,
"'fh e theme then puzzles y on
nlY deal' ()\vlets" -(thus he began )
- " and nUl,1lY alllong you cannot
understand w hy I gave it to you?
" I shall clear np the second c1 it:
ficu 1t Y f rst,
"I gu ve this su hject because I

0.1 Oiolets.
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noticed that the number forty had
been connected with many events
in sacred history, and that it seems
to he a " number full of mystery;
'a nd as I desired ol,le of you to "w r it e
something in regard to some of
those events, I thought it would be
well to prepare a paper upon the
number itself, and send hoth to"
our Father Owl.
" N O\V for the first mentioned
difficulty: the theme itselfis a 'Jnys-

tery 'to you!
" This does 1!o t surprise me ; for
there is something truly mysterious
about this number jbrty. When
you shall have perused the Sacred
Scriptures, and "the history of th e
Christian Church, you will b e
struck hy the frequent recurrence
of certain num bors ; and a1110ng
th em YOH will find the nnm her
fOl·ty vei'Y conspicuous, To-day I
will point ont to yon some of th e '
events wit.h w hieh it is conner-ted ;
and I am certnin that you wil l .
agree that I do not say too much
when I call it a yel'Y mysteriou s
num her,
" ~1aliy centuries ago, the '1<..a 1'11-"
ed. St. Jp~'onll1, w lro t rnnslnt ed th e
Bibl e into t.he Latin language, ( · : d l~
ed it n IJUIl1 h er den oting pun ishrn eut and afflict iou ; and i t w as
not with out gJ'a ve reasons t luu he
did so, as th e 1()lIowillg £le t ~ will
proy e :
"Dnring .1ort.tl <1Hy S a nd j ()1'ty
nights the flo od -gutvs of t ht! h('ave us we re opened , an d a wit'kl,d
world perished ill all a wful de!u:..;e '
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of water.
turies \VaR completed, the Holy
" Jonas approached Nineve with One was horn ill the stable of
that threatening message from on Bethlehern; and when that Divine
high: '.hbrtty days. yet and Nine- Child w as fOl~ty days old, he was
presented in the Temple.
veshall perish! '
" Forty days did Ezechiel lie on
" After that same Divine J esus
his right side.
had, by His own power, raised
"And before Elias · approached Himself to life from the torn b, He
God on Mount Horeb, he prepared dwelt with His Apostles, teaching
himself by a fast which lasted and cornfort ing them, during the
j'o1~ty days - commonly called "lYle
tor'ty days.
"The chosen people wandered
Great Forty ~aY8"-,vhich precejorty years in the desert, in punish- ded His glol-ious Ascension to that
ment for their disobedience ana Kingdom which He has prepared
foe those who love Him,
other sins.
"J have now said well nigh
" Forforty days and .torty,nights
the Son of the Li ving Goa fasted. enough about this number. I will
.and prayed i~ the desert, to teach add, however, a few more remarks
us the glory and the ' necessity' of connected with it.
"Othniel, the first .Jndge from
penance and prayer.
And it is in
commemoration of this that the J uda's Tribe, sat forty years; and
. Church established the Lenten fast Gideon, who performed so nlany
of,forty days.
miracles as charming as they were
"But we do not find the wonderful, ruled the chosen people
number always connected with of God for forty years. Heli, the
sorrow and sackclot h and ashes; it High Priest and Judge, governed
is seen amidst the thunder and ter- the same for faTty years; and
rors 'of Mount Sinai; it marks the Samuel guided them for twenty
dawn of peace to fallen man ; and
years alone, and for twenty more
it is encircled with the splendors . in conjunction witbBaul, making
of the Risen Jesus.
in all forty years.
"Moses remained forty days and
" David, that King after God's
forty nights enveloped in the own heart, reigned for the space of
clouds and the fire on Sinai, in the jorty years; and his son, Solomon,
presence of God; and' having bro- the Wise Man; occupied his father's
ken the tablets whereon God had throne anotherforty.
." For f01~ty years, Moses was a
written the law, he re-asccnded the
burning mountain; and remained nobleman ofPharoah's royaleourt t
another forty days and jorty during a seconc1forty he dwelt in
nights.
'.'
. ,
the mountains of Arabia; and for
.." When the cycle of forty cen- the last forty years of his life, he
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guided and governed the "children
of Israel in their unparalleled pilgrimage through the desert,
" Now, nlY dear owlets," . continned Mr. -"'-, I have told' you
enough to furnish you" with material for your compositious ; and
hence I shall say no more about
this num bel', save this: I - hope to
recei'lefor-ty splendid compositions
from you."
Each littleowlet bowed his head
and showed the white of his ~ ey e s
to the enraptured gaze of Mr•.--:-~,
in token of assent to his request.
This mute ·but eloquent. 1 esponse
well nigh" overpowered theisensi,
tive nature of poor Mr. - - .
" .0.-1\11 ! ,1 knew it . would be so! "
said h«, "vit h emoti on. ' ~1 thank
you very much for your good .will,
But now, Iest I forget it, I must
tell you a bit of news,
, ,; "
.'..<':\. proposition has been made to
me to allow the boys of all the junior classes-that is to say of all
the classes below the Third 'Eng"

[May

lish-to join their voices with
yours in the" monthly "Echoes"
which resound through the pages
of our Father O'VL. I have agreed
to it; and henceforth their notes,
some of them sweeter and strongor
than ours, will be heard in charmingunison with our own, under .t he
title ' of 'Echoes from a Nest : of
Owlets.'
, ~ ," Your nest is" large, -and your
hearts are larger ; . so I know you
will not be offended at the arrangements I have made. Besides, .we
shall be benefi ted by it; and moreover, Father .Owl .approves it..
And therefore it is settled.",
We gave our silent -and reverential approval to all this; and
henceforth the "Echoes from a
Nest "of Owlets"..will issue from .
the boys of the various Classes referred ".to .
. . But now I shall make rOOlTI .for
the o'\vlet alluded t o .ab ove, who
has something to s~y, more inparticular about the number forty.

~

THE FORTY MARTYRS OF SEBASTE.
(JOS~PH C. SANCHEZ, Fifth English.)
~

.

. A VERY memorable "persecutionlo ng ti me; : a net, unlike his " predeof Christians took place under cessors, had never given them any
Licinius, Roman Emporor of the molestation; for he was afraid, of
East.
.
Constantine, Emperor of the West,
This Emperor had b"een on goo.d who was very friendly towar-ds
terms with the Christians for a the" Christians, and who 'h ad al-
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respected their rights. In
his heart, however, Licinius hated
thorn very much, and when, at last
war broke out between himself
an d Constantine, he gave full scope
to his revengeful feelings, and had
111any of thernput to death, among
whom were the bishops" St.
Blaise and St. Basil. 'V ast lllultitudes of less notable Christians
also perished at this time ; man y
women and even .'lit t le children
giving their lives and blood for
Christ's dear sake.
But arnong those glorious"heroes
of the cross, the Forty Solclie1~s of
Sebaste are truly remarkable ; and
the story of their death is well
worth the perusal of every lover
of virtue and courage.
These 111en were very in tirnate
friends, 'and' all of them-belonged
to the same province. They were
Christians, .and had a singular love
for each other. They were true
soldiers, arid had fought hard and
well for theif Emperor; and they
were ever ready to do the same
again when ' it was not against
thei - religion,
'T hey could not conceal the fact
that they were Christians; though
they would not deny their faith,
or ever do anything unworthy of
Christian soldiers. . The mere fact,
. however; that they were Christians,
was a crime against the State; and
they were consequently arrested
and brought before a very cruel
governor named AfJ1"icola, for
trial.
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This Than pretended to he their
friend, and, at f rst, spoke very
kindly to them, praising them for
their warlike deeds. He told them
that he 'had heard a great nlany
people e~tolling their courage and
gallant conduct, and ·t hat he was
very glad to hear such splendid
accounts of their bravery..
But the Christians were not
blinded by these bland words,
They .und erst ood .their import and
despised them.
They soon found that Agricola's
pretended friendship was nothing
more than a cunningly devised lure
to entrap them, and that he hoped
by this semblance of kindness to
get them to .sacrifioe to the idols.'
'. He next told them that the EIUperor also had heard of their valor,
and that he was very much pleased
with their heroic deeds, and intenc1-ed .to reward them munificently;
therefore they should not lose allY
·time in sacrificing to the gods, so
as to please him the more.
But the Christian soldiers . were
not so weak as to be overcome
with fine words and promised re,vards. · They paid no attention to
his praises and despised his promises.
They . refused to sacrifice
to the" false gods, and replied
Agricola: "I~ as you say,
we have fought so bravely for the
Emperor of. the Earth, what do
you think we shall do, now that
we are called to fight for the ,E
peror of Heaven? , -X-ou may be
sure that we shall fight even more
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bravely than we are in the habit . singing hymns and psalms.
After having remained in prison
of doing; and that we shall not lay
down our arms so long as there is one week, they were again taken
before the cruel Governor, Agrieoany. breath in our bodies."
Agricola flew into a rage at this, la ; who spoke to them as before.
and '~ ab u se d the brave men very ' He tried once more to deceive them
badly, saying that he would very by words of friendship. But hav
soon make them abandon their ing been strengthened by the vi Christian heresy. He then ordered sion of the Lord, they were firmer
than before. Their Captain also
t.hern to be imprisoned,
But the soldiers of the Lord were was present, and joined with i\griaccustomed to brave danger and to - cola in -trying to shake their consuffer hardships; and the words of stancy; but both failed to make
the heathen had no other effect on any impression on these lovers of
J eStIS, either by blows and inj uries
them than to cause them joy at the
prospect of suffering for Jesus' or by flattering promises. -The
name, The more they were ' mal- Christian soldiers remained as firm
treated the 1110re they loved our as rocks. A second time they were
Lord, and the more they desired sen t back to prison; w hen Jesus
to give their lives for His sake. again appeared, consoling and enThey were put in prison; but they- ' couraging them. This visit caused
thought this a favor rendered them them such joy, that they spent all
by the Governor: such was their the night in , singing psalms and
love for our Lord Jesus Christ. giving Him thanks, .Among others ,
They wished to die for their reli- they repeated the 122nd Psalm, so
gio'n ; but they would never sacri- often said by King David.
At last, the cruel Agricola, see..
fice to dumb idols, which were
made of wood or stone.
ing that. it wae useless trying to
As soon as they en tered the jail, persuade such strong Christians to
they knelt down', and prayed to abandon their God, resolved to put
Jesus that he would help them 't o them all to death.
overcome all the temptations .which
There was a lake near the town
were awaiting them.
He heard of Sebaste, which 'vas about four
their prayer; and His Sacred Image or fi ve feet deep; and, as it was .
appeared to them and said, " You now mid-winter, the water was
have begun very well; take care very cold and used often to freeze
.now that you go on well, and per- during the night. .The Forty Sol~vere to the end: for the crown
diers were brought before the
of glory is given to those only who magistrate Agricola, w ho sentenfight well to the very end."
ced them to be stripped of their
'They passed the nigh t in prayer, clot hes and placed in the freezing
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He also ordered a warm
bath to be kept in readiness for
him who would give up his religion
and leave the freezing water.
The soldiers did not wait to be
stripped of their clothes by their
enemies; but took them off themselves, and wentinto the cold lake:
80 ardent was their desire to suffer
for Him who had shed all His precious blood for then).
The night was colder than usual;
80 that the heroes had to fight
bravely. The guard, who stood by
the flaming fire, and who were
wrapped in heavy woollen clothes,
could hardly keep themselves
warm, the cold was so intense ;
and as they chatted around the fire
they laughed at the poor soldiers
• in the freezing lake. Night wore
on, but not a soldier stirred from
the spot. Finally, all the guards fell
asleep, save one; who alone remained, to watch that noble band,
more willing to die than live.
All at once he saw a brilliant
light in the clear starry heavens;
and as he gazed upwards, he saw
angels bringing in their hands
thirty-nine crowns. He was surprised to see only .thirty-nine
crowns ; for he knew that there
were forty martyrs in the lake. The
.m yster y, however, was soon unravelled for him: for the next moment, he heard one of the martyrs
calling out to" him to take him out
of the water, because he could not
stand the cold any longer.
The guard went to .the edge of

the lake and helped ' him out. He
was broug-ht to the great fire at
which he warmed himself and was
then put into the warm bath. But
he had no sooner entered the bath
than he was seized with a terrible
pain, and in a few minutes expired,
with a fearful look of horror, and
an appalling shriek of despair. On,
what a change! lie who could not
endure the cold of the lake plunged
his soul into eternal fire; and for a
momentary relief, sacrificed the
martyr's crown, .and the eternal
glory of Paradise.
The guard knew, now, why he
had seen only thirty nine crowns l
and, all at once, he felt an ardent
desire spring up in his heart to win
the fortieth crown; .and so he
quickly undressed himself and
plunged into the lake, at the same
time saying, "I am a Christian! "
\V hen morning dawned, the
pagans saw the martyrs, not dead,
as they expected they would have
been, but still ali vee They dragged
them out, and were surprised to
see among them one of the guards
who had been put to watch them.
The rest of the guards reported
this to Agricola; but he treated it
as a foolish tale, and ordered them
to take the Christians from the
lake," and first to break their legs,
and then to ·b eat them to death
with clubs.
The command was literally fuL
filled.
During their sufferings the martyrs ceased not their prayers and
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hymns,
When all were supposed to be
dead, the executioners threw their
bodies into a cart to be drawn away
to the place of. burial; but in -t akitig up the body of ·t he youngest,
they found him to b(} · alive; so
they left him on the ground, hoping that his constancy would fail,
and that he might finally deny
Christ. Vain hopes! Jjttle did
they know his love for' Christ.
At this juncture the mother of
the young martyr carne up. God,
whose ever watchful eye is always
on His servants, did not forsake
this youth in the hour of need. He
sent the young man's own mother
to encourage him. She took her
loving son in her arms, and spoke
to him words of comfort and consolation; and as the cart on which
the other martyrs' bodies had beer;
thrown was S0111e distance in advance, she followed it with her
son in her arms speaking to' him of
the crown that awaited him in
heaven.
" My dearest child," she
said, "how happy shall.I be if I
see thee die for J esus' sake ! Pluck
up thy courage, and stand firm to
the end; for the.angel who brought
thy crown from heaven, is waiting
to give it to thee at the gates -of
.P aradise, Suffer then the little
that still remains to make thee a
.happy martyr, and me a happy
mother,
Other mothers weep for
their children when they die, but
I can only rej oice with thee; because I know that eternal glory is
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awaiting thee. I can only pray
thee to expect me in heaven, and
to make intercession to God for
me, "Tho once brought thee forth
into this transitory life" and who
now desires to bring thee forth a
second time, by martyrdom, into
eternal .life! "
'I'he youth looked up into his
mother's face, smiled, .and expired. . She then ran . up -t o the
cart, and into it threw the dead
body of her son; nor did she retire
until she beheld it reduced to ashes
with the others.
The glory .of these martyrs is
spread throughout the world; and
it is exceedingly great in heaven.
Their example should encourage -us
to overcome the difficulties and 0 b- stacles which daily beset our path
heavenward.
.
I know of no better wa y to close
this short sketch than ' to ~ place
before my readers the beautiful
prayer said by these glorious martyrs, and which was .answered so
miraculouslY' by our Saviour.
Thus they'prayed :
the
. "li"orty have-.we entered
" battle: ' let us, 0 .Lord, recieve
" .forty crowns; and suffer not our'
~'nulnber to be broken, The num"bel' is an honored one ;£01' Thou
" didst fast forty days, and the di
~'vine law was given to the world
"after the same number of days
" was observed. Elias, too, sought
"God by a forty days' fast, and
"was .permitted to -see Him."

on
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THE GYPSIES.

rw: DAVIS,

4th Bnglish.)

EARLY in the fift- euth century,
passed against them, At first they
a 'st rang e people, it race of 'i dle' were simply banished, so far as the
vagabonds, began to swarm over law could banish them, from the
the different countries of Europe, country; but that availed nothing:
each of which had a different name for they not ' only remained but
for them,
continued to thrive there as before.
, They are supposed to have ap- : Alarmed at their increasing num- :
peared first in Gerrnany and Italy, bel'S, Henry VIII. - and Elizabeth
whence they quickly spread over passed stricter' laws against these
the surrounding countries.
,
" vagabonds and rogues", as they'
There is no certainty ab out their , were called. But they were aeonsorigin. ' I f we "m ay believe some ~nled to persecution, and paid put ,
authors, they were vagrants that little more attention to these laws
hadcome from °E aste'I'n ' Asia, hav- than they had done to the former.
'T heir fortunes inP'rar.co, Spain
ing been expelled thence by· 'T iU10nr, in 1;30~ ; ' a nd , indeed, the and Gerrnuny, ,vere 'not more faVOI"sinrilarity -of their languages, to able. No sooner lui,d they set' foot
those of the,' .E;;tst, supports that 011 the soil of any of these countries
belief:
Others, however, . deem than penal statutes were enacted
'
.
them to have come originally from against them,
Though they' ,vere banished, so
Eg,ypt, whence the naiue "GYI)sy"
appears to be derived , It would ' far as the enactment of laws for
seem' according to "t hese, that they that purpose c6111d banish them,
were a band of rebels, banished by from every corner of Europe, and
Sultan Selim, about the year 15 i 7. though 'm a ny of them were execuThey appeared ' in England to- ted, yet these strollers went on '
wards the' close of the fifteenth increasing 'in numbers, and spread
century. Thier thieving disposi- ing, as time progressed, over a
wider and wider extent of country,
~~on, and their remarkable capacity
for lying, soon made them objects Itis said that in Spain alone, before
'~ f disg ust to the Eng li~h; and in
the year J 800, there were more
a short time they became so gi'eat than one . hundred ' and 't ,vent y
a nuisance, that several laws 'w ere thousand of them; 'b ut now their
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number is considerably reduced,
and they amount only to forty

ful, he is ' of conrse praised; if un-

thousand. The whole European
continent is supposed to contain,
now, about. seven hundred thousand
GypsieR.
'I'hey still retain the same fiIth Y
habits, and are marked by the
same swart.hy complexion which
characterized them on their first
appearance in Europe. Their faces
aloe alwavs dirty and greaRy; for
they never touch them wich water,
Nor are they very particular about
.their dress; for most of their time
they go in rags.
The men are
sornew hat darker than the women,
have a lazy, sneaking look about ·
them, and do but very little work,
It is very seldom that a G)~psy
rnaiden marries outside of her own .
tribe.
When a . man wants a wife, he
choses the one whom he thinks
most skilled in stealing, for it
is the women's duty to supply .
the family with food, "and, like the
squaws of the American Indians,
to do all the drudgery. The principal arts practised among the Gypsies-and these they learn to per- .
fection-are • fortune-telli'llg and
stealinq. 'The child begins to take
his lessons in these ~s soon as he
can walk, His mother and' father
take him with them on their 'expeditions ; and w hen the time comes
for liinl to show how much he has
profited by their instruction, }~e
recei yes a few directions, and is
.sent out ~'on .his own hook." On

lncky the first time, he is comforted;
but should he remain long without
success, he is laughed at and scorned. These cases of failure, however, are of vf\ry rare occurrence.
j\ s to tho art of fortune-telling,
they are very great adepts in . it,
It is by its , means that they obtain entrance to many a place
to which otherwise they would
never be admitted; and thus they
gain the greater part of their
money. In summer they go barefoot; and in winter ' a piece of l~ag,
wrapped around the foot, takes
the place of a shoe.
Their power of endurance is very
great. In summer they sleep in
the open air, and in winter in rude
huts , or tents, and sometimes in
caves. It has been observed that
though the rain pour down in torrents, or though the ground be
covered with snow, they lie down
and sleep as soundly as if they
were in comfortable beds.
The Gypsies, like the American
Indians, are very fond of beads and
trinkets, and , also of clothes of
brilliant colors. It is very pleasing to view a Gypsy encampment
at a distance; but if you were to
go near it, their filthy ' habits and
vulgar language would soon disgust you.
Each tribe has its regiment of
urchins, who seem to be even more
expert in the art of stealing than
their honorable sires. "
.

his return. if he has been success

i
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The principal officer in a tribe is
called a duke, or a lord, or an earl;
and sometimes a king ; and is generally a despot.
When a theft ' is committed
among the tribe, and the guilty
party discovered, the punishment
is a good lashing, in the presence
of the injured per~on. The punishmerit is not for the crime itself, but
to make the fellow nse a little more
cunning the next time he tries it.
These lashings are however very
rare; for when anything is stolen
it is very difficult to discover the
thief
One of the worst habits of the

Gypsies is, that in training their
children they nse whisky and other
strong liquors. At a very early
age the Gypsy child is made to
drink until he becomes intoxicated;
and they laugh to see him stagger
abont.
We need scarcely add, here
that these poor creatures are almost
destitute
religious principles;
for it follows too eviden tly, from
what we have said of them. :IVIay
God raise another Xavier to enlighten them, and bring them from
the misery in which they are
plunged, to the happiness enjoyed
by His true children!

of

SPRING HAS COME.

W. FURMAN, }4thE u h
ng 18 ..
M. DONAHUE,

AT last rainy and frosty Winter
has gone to other coun tries, and
Spring - heavenborn Springblesses us with her presence.
The weather is mild. The gray,
cold days have . given place to
bright and Runny ones. rrho clouds
have disappeared, leaving the heavens all pure bl ue ; and instead of
the blustering winds of winter,
there is a gelltle t sweet-scented
breeze ' which keeps us cool and
comfortable.

The mountain rivulet, from th etha,ving of the SIlO\V, swells into a
beautiful stream, in which the fish
sport in glee; " vhile the angler,
seated under the refreshing shade
of some overhanging oak orwillow,
fast fills his Gasket with the pretty
trout.
The mountains all covered with
verdure, look in the distance as
if green velvet carpets were spread
over them; and birds which fJl" a
long time had forsaken us, now
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build their nests in our trees, warb- winding through the forest, and to .
ling forth luerry songs to welcome . watch the fleet deer drinking in the
Spring. The - air is fragrant with cool water, What prettier sights
the perfume of violets, pinks and would you wish to see?
roses ; and the trees which were
You lllay now ramble in the
for a time shorn by vVinter of their meadows and in the forest, and
foliage, now begin to clothe them- , y ou will find pleasure wherever
selves in all their beauty.
you go. rrhe children are out
o glorious Spring, we welcome " bright and early;" SOUle to their
you back again! Since you have work, some to their amusements,
come we all feel happy. We go They scatter here and there; and
to our studies with much more some climb the sine of the mounardor and zeal; we resort to our tain, whilst others go down into
gailles and amusements with far the meadow to play "hide-aJ;ldseek."
greater pleasure.
'A ll is merriment and joy.
Neighbors now greet one another in the morning with a 'g lo\v of
The old 111an that totters along,
joy on their faces; w hile but a few leaning upon his staff enjoys the
weeks ago, all were muffled up and sweets of Spring. He thinks over
would hardly look at one a-iother, the days when he was like those
The young folks can now rove little children, and blesses their
about in the evening, in the mellow light hearts. He looks at all the
light of the bright moon ; the spring flowers, and regards them
ploughboy goes to his work with a with delight; thinking, if he were
light heart; and the young shep- a boy again, how happy he would
herd skips merrily over the hills, be.
and joins the lark in its morning
]\tIay you, . 0 hounteous Spring,
song All is happiness: even the continue ever to remind us of that
young lambs, .w hich have grown eternal Spring, whose enjoyments
stronger under the bright sun, are . our heavenly Father will bestow
seen gamboling about, frisking and on us, if we shall prove faithful to
playing with one another.
Him during the winter of this morIt makes one's heart beat with tal life. .
joy, to look at the limpid rivulet

The Lat,;t .Days of Pompeii.

187a.

~HE

LAST DAYS OF POMPEII.

A PA:THETIC :BALLAD.

)-

(R. T. BOWIE, 1st Rhetoric.)

IN

olden times there was a town much famed for learned men,
And for women full of wiles,
And for streets with lava tiles,
Which came fromthe crater molten.

Although this city's towers were high, Vesuvius rose still higher;
Within 'whose .b osom gray
You must know that, lurkinr, lay
A mass of smouldering fire.

Ah, little did the people guess what dangers them o'erhung !
They plotted wicked ends;
·They cheated all their friends;
They played; they" danced; they sung.

They wasted thus much precious time, with the greatest unconcern:
Then they seized their hats and staves,
And they ran to see the slaves
Get killed by the lions st~rn.

And thus their minds were always fill'd with thoughts of love and pleasure :
Slaves were butchers; slaves were bakers;
Slaves were tillers of their acres:
But they spent their days in leisure.

Long had the Lord His hand withheld, ill patience and in
But the Messenger of Wrath
Is at length upon his path:
He cometh on the morrow.

SOlT<HV ;

The Last ])ays of Pompeii.
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The morrow dawned without a cloud to mar their daily sports:
Nor did all Pompeii's chatter,
Though incessant was its patter,
Bring any bad reports.
At noon a rumbling noise was heard; the earth commenced to quake;
The houses all around .
Began a dancing to the sound;
And men with fear did shake.

. The noise increased, and 800n became a dull and heavy sound,
Which thrilled, the waves along,
Till it swelled in to a song
That deafened all around.
Peal upon peal resounded now, across both sea and land;
And from out the mountain's top,
On men's heads began to drop
A rain of fire and sand.
The hungry fire", w hi ch had sl umbered long. like a body in the grave ,
Now began to burst apart
All her cerements, and start.
Up from her darksome cave.
On she came like a thing of might, swaying to and fro ;
And very soon within her
.
Jaws sucked saint and sinner;
For they had no where to go.
Stern and staunch was the Roman guard.
At the.gates he firmly stood
As a Roman sen try should;
And died without a tear.

Nought knew he of fear .

'I'hicker and thi~ker the ashes fell; and with them roasted rocks :
And the streets began to rattle,
Just as if there were a battle;
All from the earthquake shocks.
For eight long days this remarkable rain came pouring heavy and keen ;
And when it stopped at last,
And the whole affair was past
Pompeii couldn't be seen.

1873·1
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G

T~ A TITUDE.~W e

cannot refrain from expressing OUI·
thanks for the Inany compliments
which we have recieved from the
Press. When we receive such encouragement as has been 'g iven us,
we feel truly grateful to those who,
seeing the usefulness of our College J ournal, thus kindly acknowledge it. Now and then, it is true,
the criticisms are not entirely
favorable; but we are even more
thankful for these than for those
which are all praise; for they show
that our critics really see whatever
good points we Illay possess. In
our opinion many articles are honored by being criticised at all;
whilst nothing is too good to have
its faults pointed out by a good
critic. Thanks, then, gentlemen of
the Press, for your frank opinions;
and be assured that we will try to
"b enefit by your remarks.
We
have worked ever since our first
estnblishment-c- and we hope that
such endeavors nlay never ceaseto show the world what the boys
of the Pacific Coast, from every
part of which we have representatives, can do in the \vay of contributing to, editing, publishing, and
in short, to URe a slang word, but a
very expressive one, "running" a
college magazine. We trust that
we shall not appear to be phiising
oursel ves when we ten you that 'ye
have readers, not only all over the

United States, but even in England
and Canada. And we think that
we, the -" rising ge'neratioll", can
safely assert, from the notices
which prominent papers give us,
that people in "civilized coun tries"
begin to appreciate the fact that
we are not all barbarous.
GUNPOWDER :-O\ving
to no
fault of the author of the series of
three articles, one of which is yet
to come, on "Gunpo\vc1pr", but to
the inevitable force of peculiar circumstanccs, the third article"Uses"-does not appear in the
present number. We promise our
readers, however, an . interesting
paper on the subject, next month.

TATTLING.- 'Ve thought that we
must be very interesting young
men, when we heard that there were
people who took such a very great
interest in us, the students of the
College, as to note all our actions
outside its walls, and report them
to the officers of this institution.
Before that, we had. al \vays considered it a maxim in every walk of
life, that no man should take another's busin-ss into his hands without being asked. But during a
residence here of four years, we
Lever heard till the ' other day of a
student's informing the officers of
the College about the private
affairs of another student. Th e
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great world outside is composed of And what was the result ? One of
all sorts of people, and there ,nlust the best of the" poems" was an innecessarily he, among them, a great terminably long affair 'in the driest
nlany despicable ones, such as those kind of dry verses. The last subreferred to above; but i t would be ject for verse was better, though
a great pity indeed, if students, liv- still historical ; but this was only
'ing in such intimate relation as they to be competed for by what is
necessarily TIl ust, should take ad- called the "Poetry Class," that is
vantage of what they thus find out . the Second Rhetoric; as 't hough" a
about each other, If our students , First Rhetoric, a Logie and Metawere to begin ·such a practice, and physics, or an Ethics man, were
the College Authorities were to entirely too high to stoop to such
The subject,
tolerate it, which we are morally a thing as verse.
certain they would not, just ima- however, elicited a very pretty
gine what a miserable place this copy of verses, in which was somewould be to live in! - We have thing that approached far nearer
heard of seminaries for young la- to true poetry _than almost any
dies in which were tattlers; and we college production we ever saw.
have heard and , read about chil- But "ve think ' that if those who
dren's schools, in which the moni- have the right ,ve{'e to give some
tor system 'was in force, with much simple poetical snbject, there would
the same result. But even in them be lnany more competitors and far
we never heard any good to corne better productions; and there are
of ,it; and when .young men des - thousands'of subjects naturally pre~
cend to such babyish tricks it fills sen ted every day, which would
us with disgust. Come boys, let draw forth more true poetry in two
each of us mind his own business! lines, than all - those battles and
si.-ges and such like subjects, of
which we can only have COnlpal'a. WHY do those who are so generous in giving extra prizes to stu- tively obscure ideas, knowing nothdents of the College] so seldom ing about them save through books.
offer them for a competition purely
FI.lO'VERS.- We have received
literary?' The fact is, that what 111ay
be called .the literary subjects for from J as. Vick, in Rochester, N.
competition have 111ore "of history in Y., three bulbs of rare and beautithem than anything else. For ex- ful flowers: the liliurn. Thunbergia-:
ample, take the last two prizes for nurn grandiflo1~/um, the liiiurn asverse. The one before the last was trosanquineurn and the Anemone
one that would naturally draw' the Japonica alba. They came in very
young mind into a most horribly good order through the mail ; and
long narration of historical events. our thanks are due to Mr. Vick,

I
I
I
I
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OWLETS.-Weare grateful to
you for your pel"SeVerance in iud us- .
try. We would recommend- all,
however, and especially those in
the lower classes to avoid) geTl.erally, long articles. We have always
noticed that short articles by
young students are read with much
more pleasure than long ones. And
the fact is that when you write,
say only one page of foolscap, you
can devote far more time to 'c orrecting and elaborating it-to putting the polish on it, in short-than
if you had written thrice the qnantit y; and if you follow this plan
till you come to be full-grown owls,
we are almost sure that you will
then write articles worthy of any
magazine in the land. But always
keep in mind that beauty in
writing does not. consist in 111aking your articles long. Also remember that notwithstanding we
may not accept all of your pieces,
you may, "by persevering in hard
work, make yourselves almost anything, in the literary way ;-exeept
indeed, good poets. And you can
even attain to that, in the eyes of
some people; for any' man who
has a moderate amount of learning,
may, by continued efforts, become
a very smooth versifier. And who
knows but. that one of our little
owlets 11lay, when he graduates,
years hence, discover to the world
a poet from Santa Clara College?
But poetry is not our theme
just now.
Do you know, little ories, that

34H

there are very few people ill this
wide world who can uirite English?
Yet, if yon will persevere, every
one of yon will be able to 00 it.
The best \vay to learn is by reading well and by practice; and the
best ,yay to practice is to follnw
the ad vice of your teachers.
If, however, they leave the length
of a composition to your own
choice, write one page, and do as
much work on that one page as
you have perhaps done before on
a dozen. Correct it, and recorrect
it; aud then make another copy.
Then lay this clean copy aside till
yon forget-:-if you can-every
word that yon wrote; then take it
again; .and we assure you, that
even if you are a young Dickens
(we mean the author of that name)
or a sprouting Shakespeare, you
will .find plenty to correct, Correct it carcfully ; and then prepare
a final clean copy for your teacher.
If he does not praise it., or give
you a better mark than usual,
call on us and we will treat
you to pies. But remember, you
must show us all the copies
and corrections you 1I13.de, for a
security that you have really worked hard; otherwise, no pies. 110w ever, if this advice from those but
little older than yourselves differ
from the precepts of your instructors, do not follow it. We do no t
intend to lay down the law.
Do
exactly what your teachers tell
you; and in this, as in all other
things, you will surely be right.
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· HERE

have been five gold
"
medals offered as extra prizes this session. The first is for
the best essay on the question:
"'Vas the Suppression of the
Knigllts Templars Justifiable?"
those in classes higher than the
First Hhetcrio not "b eing allowed
to compete. The second is fUT the
best essay on "1'he Magnetic Forces and their Applications." The
third is for the best assay of silver
ore; and the fourth and fifth for
solutions of problems in mathematics and arithmetic, .1\ great number of our students have entered
their names on the competitors'
lists, and are no w busily at work.

substance (we hope it is not mica)
have been shown to us; but they
did not strike us very forcibly as
being the material necessary to
create an excitement, vVe hope
by next month to be ·able to throw
some light on this precious subj ect.

~rHE glorious old days of '49!
How suggestive are their memories ! How interesting are any
objects that bring thern to mind!
Some adventurous spirits have 10cated a claim beside the pUInp in
the play-ground, and are busily
7ng a6'ed in the exciting work of
panning-out.
How much gold
dust they have succeeded in collecting we do not know; some
half-dozen particles of a shining

Tne class of Mental Philosophy,
gave a sample of their learning,
last "First vVednesday."

W re have received an invitation
to a Grand Concert w hichwill be
given, under the auspices of the
Philhistorian Society, in the College Hall, on the i ath of May next.
We express our 'decided approval
of this movement ; for with the
musical talent "now in the College,
the Entertainment cannot fail to
be a great success,

AT Easter, a few days of vacation were kindly granted to us by
the President, and many went to
spend them at home. The weather
was beautiful, and nothing occurred " to filar the pleasure of the
time.
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THE epizootic "had business by version sometimes to turn around
the ear " lately, in this valley. . in one's seat, in t he Study Hall;
The hum of traffic d windled down and witness their modus operandi..
to the merest whisper ; and the A~ first they sit perfectly rigid,.
clatter of hoofs UPO.ll the streets with their eyes fixed on the lTIOOn t
was of rare occnrrence. The horse a star, a dried rose-bud, the stovecars ran, or rather walked (to pipe, 01' any other romantic object
speak more correctly) only once that happens to be "convenient.'"
an hour; and the few horses that The length of this preliminary
were to be seen, appeared to be on stage, varies in different subj ects..
their last legs. In the livery sta- In some it lasts only five minutes,
bles, all the J10rSeS were affiicted; while with others it continues for "
but from what we hear, they are more than an hour. It invariably
na w doing well, We visited one of ends, however, with a start, a grab'
these establishments, in San Jose, at the pen, and a rhyming dictiona few days ago, and found the ary. The inspiration is then upon:
whole place changed into an infir- them: their eyes ' " in a fine:
mary. The animals stood blanket- frenzy rolling," glance "frolll hea- ed in their stalls, and at times their ven to earth and from earth to '
distressing coughs were quite pain- heaven;" their hair rises like the
ful to hear, We hope this scourge fur on the eat's back, and the melowill soon depart from amongst us. dious (?) feet run quickly, one
after the other, till the bell rings,
THE swimming pond has been or the work is done. Verily wedrained, cleaned, and refilled, and may say, "Oh! what a piece of
we hope to be able in a few days work is man,"-especially when
to bathe in its waters.
he turns to writing verses!
ABOUT a week ago we had the
pleasure of seeing a num her of the
old students here in the College.
It is al ways pleasant to meet
again the chnms and classmates of
former years; and we wish they
would make such visits oftener.

MOST beautiful do our playgrounds appear at the present seaSOl1.
The blossoms of the locust
trees, hang in profusion among the
green leaves, and their fragrance
is wafted by the. breezes even into
our sombre owlish sanctum. , T he
grass is not yet withered on the
OUR "poets" appear to be hold- . ground; and on it sport numbers
ing high carnival now-a-days,- if of little birds of various kinds. In
one lllay judge from the amouut of fact, to be brief, everything looks
foolscap they succeed in covering as merry and happy as heart could
with their verse s. It is quite a di- wish.
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~HE. mumps have been closing
the mouths of numbers of the little
fellows, for some time past, ' Consia,ering that this disease is no~ dange'rous, ' w ~ are inclined to believe
that, in, ROme e~ses, it is ~ ~lessi.ng:
WAS there 'e\rer such a barbarous invention as the game called
"pewee", now so popular in this
College? For the benefit of those
ot our readers who may never have
heard of it, we will say that it consists in batting around, with a tree,
a cord of wood sharpened at both,
end's. Of course this latter instrumont is well adapted t.o kill instantly, ,vhenever in its headlong
. flight, it hits living matter. . At
the very least it can scarcel yfail to
leave behind it a wound like that
which would be produced by an
Indian war-club in the hands of
,Uharles Martel, 'I'he other clay
one of these messengers of death
swooped down within about an
inch of the Idle N otist's head; and
for a moment he was inclined to
believe that either the tower or a
meteor had fallen. For goodness
sake, youngsters, reduce the size of
your infernal machines; for the
lJublic good; if not for your own.

evening; eating with .pleasure of
the good things spread before us ;
listening ~ith , pleasure to the
various toasts that ' were proposed
and responded to; and entering
\~' iih pleasure into the amusements
\vhi~h followed 't he repast. The
w hole aff~ir was ~ 'deeided success.

A LITTLE bird has told' us that
the class of Analytical Chemistry
meditates a visit; for the purpose
of scientific research, to the New
Almaden mines, I~ thi,s is so, we
hope the gentlernen who compose
this class, will give us aourticle
upon their discoveries; which will
without doubt be i'n'terestillg to
our readerR.
'
OUR annual picnic, we understand, will take place this year, on
the third, instead of the first Thursday of l\'Iay, 'a s is usual. O'wing t o
unavoidable circumstances the
grounds cannot be secured for an
earlier date.
i

A CERTAIN person in this 001.
lege had a tooth that afflicted him
with perpetual tortures. Of course
he had a particnlar animosity
towards the cruel "dental"; and
accordingly he took revenge upon
ON Thursday evening, April 24, it in a very effective, scientific and
the members-of our Editorial Board unique manner. First ' he went to
,vere present at the annual banquet' a dentist and had it ' extracted:
of the Sodality of the Immaculate "t hen he plunged it into concentratConception, held in the dining h1all ed hydrochloric acid and dissolved
of the College. We enjoyed our- it; and finally he precipitated it
selves extremely throughout t~e from the solution, and threw it

)

ldte
into the furnace. We are inclined
to believe that the tooth had the
worst of it.
THE Sodality of the Holy Angels
had its Annual Banquet on Tuesday evening, April 29th. Its members-all Junior . boys·-evidently
enjoyed themselves, for they made
mOl~~ noise, ~f~~r their adjournment
to the; Recreation ~oomi .~ha~ the
master
of the mammoth bass drnm
< . .
at the Peace Jubilee.
t

i

WE have our share of the Modoc
excitement here in the College, and
as we g() to press the feeling seems
to be increasing. If something is
not done S0011, we shall have to
take our muskets from the armory,
and show the United States how
to w hip a handful of Indians.

W~ have a g~ntlelnan here who
wishes to study the E sharp cornet.
It is hardly necessary to add that
he is not very brilliant,
WE ha ve received an invitation
to the Gloand Annual of the Philalethic Literary Society' of t~i~ College, totake place 011 'Yednesday
evening, the 7th , ~fay. If w'e f!l,ay
judge from the success these Entertainments have .m~t with i~n; past
years, we predict a most pleasant

lvotes.
evening to those who shall be present,
•
Q.
9N Holy Thursday, while the
greatel~ part of our students were
passing the Easter vacation at
hoine, l\f.r. . Francis Leonard, a
Scholastic of the Society of Jesus,
. and also 'one of our professors, departed this life, her'e at tho College.
fte 'q~ed <-;~l,~nly .and simply as an
'\lfa~r;, with the name of tl~~ Savi~qr on his lips.' Q!l' i]~~ foiiowtng
, $~'tur,d~ y, the Office for . the Dea,4
was ioeci~~d for the r~pose of 'his
~pul ; ..~~.~jn the afternoon ~ll.~
Fathers, together w:ith all the students then at the College; follo,,"e'd
his .body to the . grave. Thus one
more of our IiitIe communitv has

g~pe to"l~'is J~ ~kel: ; '~i~d' " ;~~l~;j 4~:~

the sorrowing friends that mourn
his lo's~. "fl~e cla~s'~roorn i;l ~hich
h;~ taug~lt seems des ,olate, . ~~ithont
him ; and t1)~~ absence of his cheerful voice ~reates a void in onl~
hearts which , it will ~,a~e: ~ 10,l~~g
time to fill. lVIl'. I..Ieona'rd was once
the President <,>f; th~ b ,WL A~~o~ia:
·~i on , .and therefore we, its, editors
l~egr~t his loss in' ~\ ~ore.. p~l~ticl{l~l;
manner, if such ~ould be. Ma y. 11~

l~~~~'~~fbli Pf:-~?y~~

,

REV:' I1'R. CICHI, , \vill ~o n d,uc t, '
the Month-of-May Exerci~e~; this
year.
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of our friends met a~ the
scales a few days ago, and
proposed \veighing each other.
They did so; and one of them remarked that he had lost five
pounds. "Ah," replied the other,
who is a student in music, "You
have been tried in the scales and
found wanting ! "

I

While walking through the playground a few days ago, our attention was attracted hy a loud noise
issuing from the throats of two of
the students. Seeing that they
were about to C0111e to blows, and
thinking that "re Dlight have the
chance La act the part of peacemaker, we proceeded to the spot,
and arrived just in time to prevent
the shedding of blood. After the
broil was all over, we asked the
larger of the c0111batants (who by
the way was no less a personage
than" our corpulent friend") what
the fuss was all about. He informed us "that he could stand almost
any amount of fooling, but that
little fellow had called hin; a scalene parallelopipedon; and that
was too much for anyone to put
up with."

It has been discovered ~ atel y
that George Washington was a
mean-spirited youth.
They say
now that instead of acknowledging that he cut that famous tree,
he laid the blame on his cousin
whose name was Isaac. Washington said, w hen asked by his father
who cut the tree, "I can not tell a
lie, sir. Ike cut it, with my little
hatchet."

A young naturalist wants to
know whether the young of the
seal is called cygnets. We can't
say. We always use adhesive envelopes.'
Why is love like a Scotch plaid?
Because it is all stuff, and is often
crossed.
When may a man be said to
make both ends meet? When he
never opens his mouth without
" putting his foot in it."
A Bachelor of Science camping
out one night during an excursion,
came upon the skeleton ofa donkey.
"How odd we look without flesh 1"
said he.

Olio
Last Wednesday evening we
commenoed, in the Chapel, the exercises of the Month of May, In
the very first instruction we were
advised to practice early rising, as
N ow we
an act of mortification.
claim that an exception ought to
be Blade in this matter, in favor of
the" Owls;" and we have surely
good grounds for such a claim. If
we sleep a little late in the morn-

ing, it must be remembered that
nature has made the period of dayIight our bed time, and th~t our
feathered relatives of the outside
world, remain in the land of noel
all clay.
Why is a poor drama "like a
horse that has the epizootic? Because it will neither run nor draw?

There was an Ape in the days that were earlier.
Centuries passed and his hair became curlier.
Centuries more gave a thumb to his wrist:
Then he was a man and a Positivist.
If you are pious, (mild form of insanity!)
Bow down and worship the 1na88 of humanity.
Other religions are buried in mist:
" We are our own Gods," says the Positivist.

-M. Collin 8.

PERSO N AI-J ITEJ\tIS
J. B. C.Smith, '73, who is in the leather business ir, San Francisco, is trying
to retain the memories of days gone by.
He is close to the raw hides.
T. Bergin, the first graduate of Santa
Clara College, is one of the first anlong
the lawyers of San Francisco.
W. Temple, '69, of base ball and mili tary renown, is in the law school of Harvard.

Jos. F. Mcquade is at home in San
Francisco.
B. L. Burling, '73, and Julien Burling,
'74, are at home in San Francisco.
A. Campbell, '73, is studying law in
San Francisco.
Geo. Sedgeley '69, is doing splendidly
in the tanning business, San Francisco.
H. J. Harrison, '73, is in business in
San Francisco.

'l able oj Elono'/"
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Oredu« t01" the month. oj March as tread on Wednesday, April 2d 1873.

CHRIS.TIAN DOCTIUNE.
1st Class-R. owie 90, G. Bull 70, W. Cardwell 75 J. Coddington 100, W. Den 100'
C. Ebner 100, H. Martin 100, V. C. McClatchy 100, r. Morrison 100, L. Palmer 95'
2d Class-A. Bell 70, H. Bowie 100, M. Donahue 100, J as. Enright 100, D. Furlong
100, J. Machado 95, C. McClatchy 75, .J. Nichol 100, A. Pierotich 75, N. Robles
70, G. Seifert too, . ~ . Sheridan 100,~. Smith 100,P. Soto 100~ H. Welsh 100, J.
Walsh 100, B~ Yorba 100.
;
3d Class-J. Barrenechea 70, J. Eldridge 70, S. Sheridan 85.
ETHICS-M. Walsh 82.
MENTAL PHILOSOPHY.
A. Arguello 84, J. Carrigan 77,
~

Peyton 77, L. Pinard 76, J.

R.

Del Valle 75, J. Dunue 70, F. McCusker 100, H.

~olijade 75~

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.
A. Arguello 76, G. Bull 72, N. DelValle 80, F. McCusker 80, H. Peyton 74 J. Smith
70, A. Veuy~ 79, N. Brisac 70.
.
ANALYTICAIJ CHEMIS'fRY.
A. Veuve 84, R. Del Valle 75, H. Peyton 84, F.

~lcCusker

75.

ELEMENTARY CHEJ.-IISTRY.

A. Arguello 89, N. Brisac 95, G, Bull 70, B' Smith 9.3.
~IATHE~lA'fICS.

2d Class- :F. ~lcCn8ker 100, C. Eb!1~r 80, V. McClatchy 100, R. Del Valle 95, G. Bull
90, ·W . Cardwell 95, J, Poujade 100.
3d Class-A. Bell 95,N. Brisac 80, C. Friedlander 100, W. Gray 100, B. Smith 100, R.
Smith ·100. G. Winston 99.
I.JATIN.
1st Class-R. Bowie 70, M. Walsh 80, C. Friedlander 70.
3d CI~~s-vV. Cardwell 80, c. Ebner 78, T. Morrison 79, J. Poujade 77, L. Winston
85.4th Class-V. McClatchy 78, A. .V euve 75.
.
/
.5 th Class-W.Davis 80, J. Dunne 70, S. Fellom 90, D Furlong 70, J. Walsh 78, B.
Yorba 95.
GREEK.
1st Class-M. Walsh 80.
2d Class-H. Bowie 70.
3d Class-C. Friedlander 75, J. Poujade 71.
4th Class-To Morrison 70, A. Veuve 80, G. Winston 79.
5th Class-W. Davis 92, S. Fellom 92, B. Yorba 70,. J. Walsh 75.

1873·1
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RHETORIC.

'T

1st Class-V. l\1cClatchy 93, A. euve 100.
2d Ulass-W. Cardwell Ss, J. Coddington 74, S. Fellom 70, C. Friedlander 76, D. Furlong 81, T. Morrison 82, B. Smith 99, L. Winston 88.

1st Class-J. Walsh 90, B. Yorba 90, L. Palmer 90, J. J\tlachado 82, G. Roundey 80,
A. s-uso. D. arena 76, J. Callaghan 75, II. Bowie 75, C. Stonesifer 73, R. \Vallace 70.
.
-2d-Class-J . Aguirre 87, J. Barrenechea 77, .w , Davis 94, · I~. Enright 70, C. Georget 70, P. 1lallon 70, G. Norris 84, J. Smith 93, H Welsh 83.
3d Class-F. Chavez 70, J. Chavez 75, J. De la Cruz 75, C.Floed 75, T. Hanley 70, G.
Hopkins 70, R. I{jfer 70, G. Markham 70, J. Sanchez 10 E. Sheridan 85, L.
Shinn 97, L. Pruzzo 70, S. Sheridan 80.
FRENCH.

1st Class-No Brisac 70, G. Bull 70, C. Friedlander 75, C. Georget 100, H. M-artin 70 .
2d Class-G. Norris 85, O. arena 82, D. Orefia 80, J. Perrier t;0. _
3d Class-F. Chavez 95, J. Bernal 95. l{ Orena 86, S. Fellonl 80, R,. Spence 80, F. La
Coste 71.
SPANISH.

1st Class-J. Aguirre 80, L. Camarillo 80, J. CaHagan 80, "V. Randall 70, N . Hoble
75, P. Soto 80.
3d Class-C. McClatchy 100, A. Pacheco 80, C. Stoneseifer 100, J. "VVarel 70.
GERMAN.

J. Auzerais 90, J. Barrenechea 100, V. McClatchy 100.
ARITHMETIC.

l st Class-J. Bernal 75, 'J. Barrenechea 95, A. Bell 95, J. Callaghan 80, J. Chavez 95,
D. Furlong 70, J.l\1achado 98, A. Mctlone 94, L. Palmer 90, N. Robles 70, G. Roundey 100, J. Walsll 72 R. Wallace 70, B. -Yorba 100.
2d Class-D. arena 100, J. Smith 100, R. Enright 100, J. Enright 94, G. Norris 88,
H.Walsll 100, C. Floed 90, P. ~fallon 76, L. Orena 82, J. Cole 72, J. San Roman
78, C. Stonesifer 76, J. Aguirre 73, W. Randall 70, J. Nichol 70, A. Pierotich 75,
_D. Kidd 73, H. Bowie 70, J. Eldriec1g;e 70, R. Irifer 70, Alph, Den 75, M. Dona-,
ghue 74.
3d Class-E. Auzerais 85, F. Chavez 70, :B~. La Coste 70, J. Norris 70, S. Sheridan 75L. Shinn 70, G. ~T renou gh t 95, C. Welti 90.
BOOK-KEEPING.

1st Class-So Fellom 75, V. lYlcClatchy 95, P. Soto 97.
2d Class-A. Bell 100, N. Brisac 70, H. Bowie 100, A. Den 70, C. Ebner 99, C. Galllbill 75, H. Martin 70, A. McCone 75, T. Morrison 95, J. Nichol 70, A. Pierotich 95
G.Roulldey 95, C. Stonesifer 70, J. \Valsh 94, L. Winston 94, B. YorLa 70,
N. Rob1es 70.
. 3d Class-J. Aguirre 90, R. 70, E. Auzerais 82, J. Barrenechea 98, J .. Callaghan, 100,
J. Chavez 89,--J. De la Cruz 89, R. Enright 79, C. Floed 100, W. Furman 91, A.
Garresche 70, D. Iridd 100, C. McClat.chy 98, J. Smith 70, R. vVallace94, H.
Welsb 100, C. Welti 100, R.Arguello 70.
READING AND SPELTJING.

1st Class-J. R. Arguello 73, J. Cole 77, W. Furman 78, Alph. Den 71, Alfr. Den 74.
R. Enright 80, C. Gambill 70, J. Perrier 75, A. Pierotich 72, N. Robles 74, G. H .
Roundey 80. P. Mallon 80, A. McCone 72, R. Smith 71, J. Smith 80, H. Walsh 80
R. Spence 70, J. Nichol 74, R, Wallace 74.
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2d Class-J. Aguirre 78, C. Arguello 70, J. Auzerais 95, J. Barrenechea 78, F. Chavez
90, J. Chavez 78, De In Guerra 80, J. Eldridge 70, J. Enright 80, F. Farmer 73,
C. Flo(~d 85, C.Georget 70, rr. Hanley 79, G. Hopkins 74, D. Kidd 70, R,. Kifer 70
E. McLauglin 78, F, Moraes 71. G.Norris 80, J. Norris 72, L. Pruzzo 70, J. San.
chez 70 J. San Roman 87. L. Shinn 93, C. Welti 75.
3d Class-E. Auzerais 70, A. Bowie 70, F. Burling 75, J. De la Cruz 70,R. De la ega
80, H. Downey 80, VV. Gilbert 70, W. Hopkins 70, C. Moore 70, S. Sheridan 90,
G. Markham 80, J. Donahue 90, T. Donahue 75, H. Farmer 90, ,T. Leahy 70, R.
Serano 80. G. Shafer 70, J. Sullivan 70, G. 'I'renought 70.

'T

~LOCUTION

1st Class-V. l\fcClatchy 70, A. Veuve 70.
2d Class-W. Cardwell 70, S. Fellom 70, C. Friedlander 71, D, Furlong 85, T. Morrison 70, L. Winston 70.
3d Class-J. vValsh 90, D. Orella 85, O. Oreria 70, B.. Wallace 76, A. Bell 72. L. Palmer 72, J. Machado 70, J. Callaghan 82.
4th Class-J. Barrenechea 84, P. l\lallon 70.
5thClass-J. Eldridgp 70, R. Kifer 70, E. Sheridan 70,D. Harvey 90.
PENUA1-l SHIP.
1st Class-J. R. Arguello 80, J. Barrenechea 94, J, Bernal 80, J. Callaghan 72, A. W.
Den 94, J. Day 80, J. ~Machado 80, P. L. l\'falone 70, G. Norris 95, A. Pierotich
75, W. Randall 70, R. ReU1US 94, P. Soto 94, R. Spence 70, B. Yorba 90.
'
2d Class-J. JAguirre 75, J. Auzerais S5. L. R. Brenham Ztl H. BowicZt), L.Camari llo 75, J. Chavez 85, W. Cardwell 78, F. Chavez 70: J. Cole 75, B. Chretien 78,
H, Christin 78, A. L. Den 92, W. Davis 70, R. Enright 85, G. Elemes 71, C. Floed
.85, C. Friedlander 80, W. Furman 72, rr. Hanley 85, E. Hall 78, G. Hopkins 72,
D. Iridd 85, R. Kifer 74. A. l\lcCone 78, J. Norris 100, J. Nichol 72,
G. Roundey 75, J. Sanchez 70, C. Stonesifer 85, J. San Roman 81, E. Sheridan
85, R. Serrano 75, G. Trenought 80, J. Walsh 78, G. vVinston 70, H. Walsh 73,
C. Welti 72, 1\1:. Ylisaliturr! 70.
3d Class-J. De Ia Cruz 73, D. Culkin 72, J. Eldriedge 75, J. Enright 75, .De la Guerra 70, J. Harvey 70, J. II~yes 70, F. La Coste 90, E. lvlcLaughlin 78. G. Markham
80, G. Murphy 70. W. Meehan 73, J. Perrier 80, J. Pulsifer 72, L. Pruzzo 75, G.
Seifert 80, J. Smith 73, S. Sheridan 70, L. Shinn 75, A. Spence 77, J. Versalovich
70, A. Young 70.
DRA'YING.
H. Bowie 80, F. Burling 70, G. Seifert 70, V. McClatchy 100, C. ~fcClatchy 80, A. Pie
rotich 100, R. Remus 70, J. San Roman 70, P. Soto 70, V. Vidaurreta 70, P.
Mallon 70, D. Harvey 70, A. Arriola 70.

PIANO.
R. Bowie 90, C. Ebner 80, B. Smith 75, A. 4 b uello 75, A. Den 75, H. · Bowie 75, W
Randall 75, Pruzzo 75, Gray 70. Shinn 70.
T

VIOLIN.

.J. Carrigan 90, W. Davis 75, R. Enright 85,T. Morrison 90. M, Donahue 70, D. Jones
70, P. Mallon 75.

BRASS INSTRUMENTS.
C. Friedlander, 70, H. Peyton 70.

---0--[Classes of the PREPAHNfOHY DEPARTMENT are omitted.]
Highest number of credits given, 100. Recipients of 70 and over only mentioned.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

Banks--McLaughlin & Ryland, San Jose;

Dry Goods·Merchants-E. Mahoney, San

Hibernia Saving and Loan Society,
San Francisco.
Bakers--Chas. Bossert, Santa Clara.
Butchers-s-Leddy & Brothers, San Jose.
Booksellers and Statione1's-A. WaldteufeI, San Jose; Payot, Upham & Co.,
San Francisco.

Jose; Spring & Co., San Jose; C. J.
Martin, San Jose; "City of San Jose."
G1'ocers-E. Lamory, Santa Clara; John
M. Swinford, San ta Clara; Louis
Pinard & Co., San Jose; Devine & Abel,
San Jose.

Boot and Shoe M"erchants-Pulverlnan,
San Jose; Kast, San Francisco.

Candy Manujact1lrers--Maurice O'Brien,
San Jose.

CigarStores-J. F. Tobin, Santa Clara.
Clothiers and Merchant Taitors-t.T. H.
Dinegan, Santa Clara.

J)ruggists-RhQfles & Lewis, San Jose.

Hotels-Cameron House, Santa Clara.
Livery Stables--J. Cameron, Santa Clara.
Photographers--E. Schroder, San Jose.
Plumber-James Hagan, San Jose.
Restaurants-J. Piscioli & Co., Santa
Clara; "Buckeye," San Jose; George
Demetre, San Jose.
Undertakers-Lankford & Easterday, San
Jose.
Watch1nttker-Louls Chopard, San Jose.

~@1l1~~~

Qlii: :00 Q)tr~

~~. ~~

San Jose,- Cal.

HIS Institution, which is incorporated according to the laws of the State, and empowered to
. confer academical honors, commenced tts Twenty First Annual Session, on Monday, Angust
21st, 1872.

T

The Course of Instruction embraces all the branches of a
thorough Education'l'E .R AfB:
Entrance to be paid hut once
$15.00
Board and Tuition, per quarter. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .
62.50
\Vashing, pe-r q uartcr , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.50
Physicians' fees unless it may be preferred to pay
the bi il in case of sickness, per q uarter. . . . . . .. 2.50
Piano, Vocnl )-!nslc, Urn whig and Paintlng form extra charges; but there
IS no extra charge for the French, Spanish or (~crnuln Langunges, nor for Plain
Sp-lving and :F nn cy! Ne e d l ~ \vH rk .
Payments are required to be made half a Session in advance.
Pupils 'w ill find it lunch to their advantage to be present at the opening of the
Session.

ST. MAltY'S

ACADE 1~IY,

SANTA CLARA.

HI S Institution is conducted by the Sisters of Notre Dame. and was opened in August 1872,
to afford those of moderate means an opportnniry to procnre. for their daughters, at a .trifllng
expense. a sound, moral and intellectual education; such as will enable them to become useful
and intelligent women.
To place the benefits of this Institntion within the reach of the greater number, the charge will
only be $16 Per It.£onth, payable in advance, There is also a

T

Young Ladies' Day School,
TERMS :-EIAmentary Class, per :Month

"
"
Primary
.,
" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
lCXTRA.:-French and Spanish Langnages per Month
Piano
"
,
Plain vocal Music
,.
Vocal Music of a higher degree
. .
c

•

•

•

•

•

•

<>

0

•

•

$3 .00
1.50
1.00
6.00
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John F. Tobin,
DEALER IN

(Odd Fellows' Building,)

Fruits,
Pipes,
Nuts,
Cigars,
C6nfectionery,Tobacco,
S T A l' ION E R Y ,
~auty

. N. w.

~lllla~.

~l)tttaclt~,

Cor, Wushington

&t.,

&Franklin sts.,

Franklin st., Santa Clara,
JJ@$f)' ~U$~~~~U
~Q).

a

PROPRIETORS.

Meals at all hours.
All the delicaciee of the Season on hand.

(Opposite Odd Fello,vs' Hall.)

SANTA OLARA.

Cor. First and El Dorado sts., San Jose.
(Entrance on FirstStreet.)
Every description of Pictures taken on
short notice and on the most REASONABLE TERlVlS.

LOUIS PINARD & CO.,
274 Santa Clara st., San Jose,
DEALERS IN

:FA.JM:IL~

G-ROCERIES_
~ All orders. promptly delivered, and
satisfaction guaranteed.

~Give

us a Call!

1~()

l"IIE PUBLIC

O J. DINEGAN

W I NG to the death of the senior member of the firm of

& SON, Merchant Tailors,

business, will hereafter be conducted by J. H.
DINEGAN, who hopes by strict attention to business,
to merit a continuance of the patronage so liberally best owed on the late firm.
A fine aSS01'jt11~e1~t .of the best aoui latest style of goods
altvays on hamd, and a perfect fit guaranteed.

the

Prices reasonable, and work promptly delivered,

~Remember the

place: next door to Wells, Fargo

Express Office.

J. H.

&

Oo.'s

DIN}1~GAN,

Santa Clara.

DEALERS IN

Beef,
Pork,
Mutton,
Veal,
Lamb, etc.
Stall No.1, City Market,
Market Street, San Jose.

J!r~ ' JI~
Hensley Block, Santa Clara et.,
The best variety of

Metalic Caskets, ·Black Wain ut,
. Rosewood ana Plain Coffins

D
1QUk
f!!V

WI.£SON,

&~toh 'rintQr~
t!J

Santa Clara 00lleqe, Santa Clara.

Always on hand.

Orders by telegraph promptly filled.
Em,bahning done in the best possible
manmer, fo'}"sh'ipm,ent to the States
and elsewhere.

Reference given.

ee~b o.b b~e ~ osb (0~~~ce, (}\ o.b
OUYeee~, <tJ7 (l,t~(} ~ Cf2(},'~ $oop'te~~

(O\det&

(O~~~ce, LU-~ee meet Lu-~b~ ~\(}m~b abten,b~o-n,.

THE

~~fIf~ilDm'
lf~ ~ " :ilft)
~.~ 'Nt~ ,,~ .# ~~ ~~'IJ .
1'(j?

~ ~ '>

~~.

JfII
"~~~l
iiII,,~~~'tJ

"

~~1

255 .Santa Clara Street,

r -

FR,OJ\tI THE .

Leading Manufacturers of the East and
Europe ·
?iP~'- ~;'1:. ~~~ ~:, ....2: --~~b' ,.~~t-~7l\

~I

E.

~I

MAIIONEY,

S. E. cor. Santa Clara & Market sts, San Jose. . ~
Dry Goods,
. . - Gents' and Childrens' Clothing,
~ .

Boots and Shoes, Hatsan~ Caps,

~

~ ~ft 3aiL~::~~E $ata::~hme~~ :;attached. ~.:

~~J-~~~~,t~--~ "~~~~~-~*
~~~~~~~

~

J. M. SWINFORD,
~ Ab ~ H ~ It ~~ ~ ~ Q) ~ ~~
Cor. of Washington & F1 un k li n sts.,
SANTA CLAR.t\.
11

'
I

.~

MltURI(;EO'BRIEN,
WHOLE.SALE AND RETAIL

-

UE

~~i1 EJ~I:~t ~tlr~@t~ ~~J}l JlQ;~~e'
(Nl~ j-\I{,

SJ-\N Fl£RNJ\NDO' j

---_ ._.------ - --

--

~~.l-A~~\~~~,~~~ ~c~~ ~~ti#-j en -, b~t~
.l.
~~~~~~,,~~.9\Y:h~~~~~

"

~l

-

Jl LIES - lAG1 i J,

,

~'6\l<i

Gal1Jani:'.:ed and. Black Wetter Pipe,

'-Q,~~I
C~)ll

366, 368 & 370 Samta Olara st.,

"r. ~~

, .

MARBLE SLABS AND WASHBOWLS,
~
~~'r~ Copper and Zinc Bath Tubs~ etc., etc. ~r
-)
x~11

'~i

f)~l

r6112

~~ u.~

~;tJ

S .A ~ J 0

S E

(Oppo site th e ?pera "Ho use).

~o~o-<::==
TO FARIV1E RS.-I have on hand, a

\~

I :

:7

.

large and "Wen selected
stock ~f all kind~ of H0 E, w h.icl~ I will sel~ at two cents per foot
r eduction from for111 01' prices, U11tl~ fu:ther notice.

s

Plumbing and Gas Flttmg promptly done.

II!~

I~

~I~
~

".

«:l,

~~~ ,~~~~~~~

C01'f. ]J!£Cti1l

&

st«.

]J1l'(1/rilf:ri1~

S@l~'~ll\ (iJJ1~l\~~~

Ee LAMOR
29~

Fir,;.;t Street, San .Jose.

,

DEVINE & ABEL'S

PJt)Plnl~TOR.S ,

TJ1,e cheapest, neutcst aoui
best Restauasant. i'1't
J..';C(/}f., Jose.

Cor. El Dorado and Market sts., San Jose.

~A

full and complete as sortment of

THE VERY BEST AllTICLES ahvR,ys '

All the delicacies ofthe season ,
on hand.

Clam C110Wfler a speciality,
(On Tuesdays and Fridays. )

Hot English l4i.lffil'ls and Coffee
every morning.
I

Open day amd

1tig}~t.

1WD,£Q)~ B5@)Jk~rw~
Franldin. Street, Santa Clara.
~

CHAS. BOSSERT"
Bread and Biscuit Baker.
Fancy Pastry and Confectionery made to
order on tha shortest notice.

Balls and Parnes supplied on reasonable
terms-

on hand.

C. J. Martin & Co.,
Are .now -in receipt of'a fine and well selected stock-of

I-Iaving .bought from first hands, we guarantee to save to our customers
from 10 to 15 per cent. We would .ask the College boys especially
to come and look at our French Cassimeres, Beavers and Tailorst Trimmings. We know you want the best and we have got it for you.

A ' Liberal Discount made to ~ailors .

. C. 'J . MARTI·N & CO.,
320 Fi/rst Street, San Jose.

Banking'.House,
OF

g~L.4\lQj~JI~It~ ·~ ~l?~.4\IJD~
Corner of First nnd Santa Clara Streets,
SAN JO S·E.
Receive General and Special Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency, deal in U- S .
Bonds and Legal Tenders, and do a General Banking Business.

DRAW EXOHANGE (>N
D~NOHOE,

KELLY, & Oo., San Francisco•
.EUG·ENE KELLY, & Co., Nc-w York.
.
CONSOLIDATED BANK (Llmited.) London.
BANK OF IRELAND, Dublin;

TELEGRAPHIC TRANSF RS MA:PE ON NEW YORK
Interest all-need: on Time Depoeits.

